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Abstract 
Tuza, Z., Multipartite Turan problem for connected graphs and hypergraphs, Discrete Mathematics 
112 (1993) 199-206. 
Giving a partial solution to a problem of Bialostocki and Dierker, we determine the maximum 
number of edges in a k-chromatic graph G with color classes of given cardinalities n,, , n,, such 
that each connected component of G has at most p vertices, p) n, + + nk. We also characterize the 
extremal graphs and investigate to what extent their properties remain valid when multipartite 
r-uniform hypergraphs are considered. 
1. Introduction 
Letn=(n,,...,n,)beak-tupleofnaturalnumbers,n=n,+...+n,=:InI.Fork~r, 
denote by K; the complete k-partite r-uniform hypergraph with vertex classes 
of respective cardinalities nl, . . , nk, i.e. the hypergraph whose vertex set is 
I’= Vi u . . . u V,, K n 4 = f#~ (i #j), 1 F I= Izi (1~ i < k), and whose edge set consists of 
the r-tuples meeting each vi in at most one element. (For k<r, K’, is the edgeless 
hypergraph with n vertices.) If r = 2, we simply write K, which is the complete k-partite 
graph with Iti vertices in the ith vertex class. 
In this note we investigate the following Turan-type question. 
Problem 1. Given n=(nl, . ...&), r, ~((n(=n~+ ... +&>p and k>,r), determine the 
maximum number t(n,p, r) of edges in a subhypergraph A? of K: such that every 
connected component of 2 has at most p vertices. 
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If r = 2, we write t(n, p) instead of t(n, p, 2). Moreover, for p 2 1 n 1 or k < r we define 
t(n, p, r) as the number of edges in K: (or in K, if r = 2). 
An r-uniform hypergraph Z c K: is called extremal if it has t(n, p, r) edges and none 
of its connected components have more than p vertices. Beside the value of t(n, p, r), 
also the structure of the extremal hypergraphs is interesting. 
Problem 2. Given n,p, and r, characterize the hypergraphs 2 c K: with t(n, p, r) 
edges, without connected components of more than p vertices. 
For r =k=2, the basic types of extremal bipartite graphs were described by 
Bierbrauer and Gyarfas [2] (although they did not determine the value of t(nl, nz; p, 2) 
explicitly). Bialostocki and Dierker [l] raised Problem 1 for t(n, p, 2), and proved 
a theorem that can be viewed as the ‘continuous version’ or the ‘real relaxation’ of 
a variant of the question in the case when r=2. 
The main result of our note, Theorem 1 completely solves both of Problems 1 and 2, 
when r = 2, k is arbitrary, and In 1 is a multiple of p. In this case an explicit formula can 
be derived for t(n,p) (Corollary 2). At the very end of the note we indicate how 
Problems 1 and 2 can be solved for graphs when the divisibility condition is 
dropped. 
Concerning hypergraphs, in Section 3 we investigate which properties of the 
extremal graphs can be extended for the cases r 3 3. If r = 3, for some values of p and 
the Iii there is a large number of extremal structures (Theorem 3), similarly to the case 
of graphs. 
Extremal partitions 
The concepts and notation introduced below will be used throughout the paper. 
Let C,, . . . , C, be the connected components in a hypergraph 2 c K:. For 16 id k 
and 1 <j< m, denote by bj the number of vertices of Cj in Vi, and put Uj := 
) vj ( = bj + ... + b;. Clearly, if 2 has a maximum number of edges, then every Cj is 
a complete k-partite hypergraph (with possibly less than k non-empty vertex classes). 
Note, however, that in the case when less than r of the Uj is positive, Cj is an 
independent set in K:; therefore such a connected component has to consist of just 
one vertex. Because of this fact, we extend the definition of components. Call an 
independent vertex set S a p-component if 1 SI < p. Throughout this paper, component 
means ‘connected component or p-component’. 
Certainly, changes in the distribution of vertices in p-components contained in the 
same Vj have no effect on the number of edges. This will be taken into consideration in 
order to provide a more convenient definition of ‘extremal partitions’ below. 
As we have seen, every component Cj can be represented by the ordered k- 
tuple bj=(b,‘, . . . , bjk). Conversely, if a family B= { bjl 1 < j<m} of ordered k-tuples 
is given, with the additional property that b’; + ... + bf,,=q for 1 <i< k, then we can 
cover K; with vertex-disjoint copies of K;,, that is, a complete k-partite r-uniform 
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subhypergraph can be assigned to each bj. We call B a partition of K:, and say that the 
edges occurring in the covering (as well as the hypergraph formed by those edges) are 
generated by B. 
A partition B is called extremal if it generates t(n, p, r) edges and satisfies the further 
assumption that the hypergraph generated by B has at most one p-component of less 
than p vertices. Moreover, an r-uniform hypergraph A? c K; is extremal if it is 
generated by an extremal partition. 
According to the above correspondence between partitions and subhypergraphs, 
Problem 2 is equivalent to finding the extremal partitions when n, r, and p are 
given. 
2. Graphs 
Recall that in a given graph G c K,, with connected components C 1, . . . , C,, the 
number of vertices in the component Cj is vj = 1 bj I= bj + ... + b: (1 d j < m). Assuming 
that the graph considered is extremal, Cj has C ,sJ<y,<k bybredges. Moreover, vj<p by 
assumption. In particular, m> 2 since InI >p is supposed. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a subgraph of K,, belonging to an extremal partition B. If 
VI3 ... au,, thenvj=pforlbj,<m-2. Moreover,eitherv,_,=v,=p-lorv,_,=p, 
too. 
Proof. If v,- 1 =p, we have nothing to prove. Also, for p =2, all of the l-vertex 
components should belong to the same vertex class, and therefore we can have at most 
one such component by the restriction on extremal partitions. 
Suppose that p> v,_ 1 2 v, #p- 1, and denote by I the set of superscripts i for 
which bi_, ~0. By the restriction on extremal partitions, C,_1 cannot be a 
p-component, so that 11122. Choose an arbitrary ill, delete a vertex from the ith 
class of C,, and add it to the ith class of C, _ 1. In this new vertex partition the com- 
ponent CL_ 1 still has at most p vertices, so that for the new numbers e> of edges 
in CJ (j=m-l,m), e~_I+e~<e,_I+e, should hold. On the other hand, it 
can be seen that e:,_l=e,_,+(v,_,-b~_,) and ek=e,-(u,-bk). Hence, 
v, - b: 2 u,_ 1 - bL_ 1 follows. Summing up this inequality for all iE:I, we obtain 
(I~l-l)~*~(I~l-l)V,-1, implying v,,_~=u, and bL_,=bL for l<i<k. 
Consequently, the numbers vi of vertices in the components Ci (16 i < m) belonging 
to any extremal partition can have at most two distinct values (ul and v,); moreover, if 
v,_ 1 = v, <p, then there is a partition with vh _ 1 = v,_ 1 + 1 and & = v, - 1 which 
again is extremal. Hence, if v, _ 2 <p then the sequence vl, . . . , v,- 3, v,_ 2 + 1, v,_ 1, 
u, - 1 should belong to an extremal partition but it cannot, as v1 > v, _ 1 > v, - 1. Also, 
if v,- 1 =v,<p- 1, then a similar contradiction is obtained for the sequence 
VI)..., v,-2,v,-1+1, v,- 1, as vl>v,-l+l>v,-l. Last, if m=2, then uI=p or 
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r1 =u2, and in the latter case the same should hold for IJ; = u1 + 1 and II; =v2 - 1, 
implying u1 =p- 1. 0 
Corollary 1. In every extremal graph, m = rCni/pl holds. 
From now on we analyze the case m =Cni/p, i.e. when each component of an 
extremal graph has precisely p vertices. 
Definition. A graph G generated by an extremal partition B is called balanced if 
lb:-bf)<l for all i, j, and 1, l,<idk, ldj<ldm. 
Lemma 2. For all ni and p (p(xnni), every extremal graph is balanced. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that b: 3 b: + 2 in some extremal graph G. Then, since 
u1 =v2 =p, in some other Vj (j> I), C2 has more vertices than C1; say, b: < bi. Move 
a vertex from the first class of C1 to that of C2, and another one from the second class 
of Cz to that of C1. Then, denoting by ei and e: (i = 1,2) the number of edges in the ith 
component before and after the vertex changes, we have 
e’, -e, =(p-1 -bf)-(p-b:) 
and 
e;-e,=(p-1-bi)-(p-b:). 
Hence, 
(e;+e;)-(e,+e,)=b:-bf+bi-b:-2 
=(b:-b:-2)+(b;-b:) 
>o, 
contradicting the extremality of G. 0 
Theorem 1. If pin :=Cni, then a vertex partition is extremal ifand only ifit is balanced 
and has n/p classes of cardinality p. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 (and the divisibility condition), Vi =p for all i. Then Lemma 2 
implies necessity. 
To prove sufficiency it is enough to show that all balanced partitions define 
graphs with the same number of edges. Let Cni=pm and ni=mqi+ri (O<ri <m). 
We show that the number of edges incident to 5 does not depend on the choice of the 
partition. 
Setting Vi = K n Cj, the balanced property implies that ri of the Vi have cardinality 
qi + 1, and the other m - ri of them have cardinality qi. Thus, in ri (resp. m - ri) of the 
components there are (qi + l)(p -qi- 1) (resp. qi(p -qi)) edges meeting Vi, SO that 
the total number of edges incident to 6 does not depend on the actual choice of the 
partition because it is uniquely determined by ni and p. 0 
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Corollary 2. Zf PIn:=C?li, then t(nl, . . . . a/c; P)=C(Q(P-qi)-(qi+ l)ri)/& where 
qi=Lni/m] (m=n/p), and ri=ni-mq,. 
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that in any extremal graph the number 
of edges meeting Vi is ri(qi+l)(p-qi-l)+(m-ri)qi(p-qi). A simple computation 
shows that this number is equal to ni(p-qi)-(qi+ 1)ri. Since every edge meets 
precisely two of the vi, the statement follows. 0 
3. Hypergraphs 
We begin this section with the solution to the particular case p=r. 
Theorem 2. Let n=(nl, . . . . IQ), Inl>k>r=p, n, >nz> . . . >nk. Then 
t(n, r, r) = min 
1Qjdr i=r_j+l 
m0 
Proof. Clearly, t(n, r, r) is the largest size of a matching (= collection of pairwise 
disjoint edges) in K: . Since every edge has at least j vertices in V, _ j + 1 u . . . u V,, the 
inequality t(n, r, r) Q m. is obvious. 
We prove by induction on 1111 that m, is a lower bound on the maximum size of 
a matching. Note that in case of k = r, m. = nr, and it is trivial that K; alwayscontains 
a matching of that size. 
Suppose that the statement is valid for all n’ such that In’1 < In]. Let E be an r-tuple 
that shares one vertex with each f$, 1 Q i < r. Deleting E from the vertex set of K:, the 
value of each (n,_j+r + ... +&)/j (as Well as its integer part) decreases by precisely 
1 whenever a,-j>n,+,. Hence, the theorem follows by induction from InI --I to 
InI if we show that the minimum value of (n _ ,. ,+1 +..‘+&)/j cannot be taken if 
il_j=llr+l. SUppOSe t0 the COIltrary that (n,_j+r + ... +nk)/j=mo <(nr_j+ ... +nk)/ 
(j+l). Then rearranging yields j.n,_j3n,_j+,+...+nkB(j+l)n,+,>j.n,_j, a 
contradiction. 0 
The problem becomes more complex when p gets large with respect to r, and r 2 3. 
The difficulty of determining t(nl, . . . , nk;p, r) is indicated by the following two 
observations that are in sharp contrast with Theorem 1. 
Proposition 1. There are values of r, p, and n, such that the extremal partitions for 
t(n, p, r) are not balanced. 
Proposition 2. There are values of r, p, and n, with a unique partition P extremal for 
t(n; p, r); moreover, this P is balanced but no two balanced partitions generate the same 
number of edges. 
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The validity of these statements is shown by the following two constructions. 
Example 1. Let k = r = 3, n, = n2 = 4, rz3 = 18, p = 13. Clearly, the balanced 2-partition 
{ (2,2,9), (2,2,9)> IS unique, and it generates 72 edges in all. If more than two partition 
classes are taken, none of them being disjoint from any yl., then they induce at most 
6 pairs that join Vi and I’,, and each of those pairs can be completed to a 3-element 
edge in at most p - 2 = 11 different ways, implying that more than two partition classes 
can never generate 72 edges. On the other hand, the nonbalanced partition 
{(3~3,7),(1,1,11)} generates 74 edges. Hence, Proposition 1 follows. 
Example 2. Let r = k =4, ni = 2i + 1 for 1 <i <4, p = 12. In this case there are three 
balanced partitions. 
{U, 2,4,5), (2,3,3,4)}, { (1,3,3,5), (2,2,4,4)}, { (1,3,4,4), G&2,3,5)} 3 
generating 112, 109, and 108 edges, respectively. When taking a 3-partition, each 
partition class has precisely one vertex in Vi. Hence, if a partition class has 1, 2, and 
3 vertices in V,, then its at most 10, 9, and 8 vertices in V3 u V, can induce at most 25, 
20, and 16 pairs, respectively, that join V3 with I’,. Consequently, if V2 is partitioned 
as (1, 1,3), then at most 1.25 + 1.25 + 3.16 = 98 edges are generated, and if the partition 
of V, is (1,2,2), then at most 1.25 +2.20$2.20= 105 edges are generated. Moreover, 
a routine computation shows that the best one among the 20 unbalanced partitions is 
{Cl, 2,3,6), (2,3,4,3)}, g enerating 108 edges. This proves Proposition 2. 
The smallest examples proving Propositions 1 and 2 were given for r=3 and 4, 
respectively. Theorem 1 shows that indeed 3 is the least value of r for which 
Proposition 1 is valid. The minimality of r=4 in Proposition 2 is given by the 
following result. 
Theorem3. Zfr=3 andplCni,n=(n,, . . . . nk), then every balanced partition of Ki into 
sets of cardinality p generates the same number of edges. 
Proof. Let C ni = mp, ni = mqi + ri (0 < ri < m). In any balanced partition, K is divided 
into ri sets of size qi + 1 and m - ri sets of size qi, i.e., representing the partition classes 
Cj by the ordered k-tuples (bj , . . , b;), we have bf = qi or bl= qi + 1 (for all i and j). 
We introduce shi;ft operations si,i’ (1 <i < i’<m) as follows. Suppose that 
Cj=(bj, ...) qi, . . . . 4i,+l, . . . . b;) and Cj,=(bjl,, ...) qi+l, . . ..qi., . . . . bjk,). Then 
si,i,(Cj)=(bj, ...) qi+l,...) qi’)..., bq) and si,i,(Cj,)=(bj’, ,...) qi,...,qi,+l,...,b~,). 
Certainly, si, i,(si,i’(Cj))= Cj for all i, i’, j. Moreover, if we apply s~,~, to Cj and 
Cj* simultaneously, then the partition obtained is again balanced. 
Now the idea is to show that any two balanced partitions can be obtained from 
each other by a sequence of shift operations, and no si, i’ changes the number of edges 
generated. 
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Let P be a balanced partition. Fix an ordering of the k-tuples representing its 
partition classes. We associate a O-l vector Y(P) of length mk with P, the 
((j- 1) k+ i)th coordinate of which is 1 if and only if the jth partition class has qi+ 1 
elements in 6 (1 did k, 1 <j d m). For two distinct partitions P and P’ we say that 
their distance d(P, P’) is d if the (n - d)th position is the first one where the vectors v(P) 
and u(P’) are not identical; we also put d(P, P)=O for every P. Note that v(P) and 
v(P’) have the same number of nonzero coordinates. Moreover, if we divide u(P) and 
v(P’) into blocks of length k, then each block contains the same number of l’s and, for 
each i, the number of blocks having 1 in the ith position is equal to ri. 
Now we apply induction on d =d(P, P’) to show that every P can be shifted to any 
P’. For d =0 we have nothing to prove. Suppose that any PI’ with d(P, P”)<d can be 
obtained from P by a sequence of shift operations. 
Let n-d(P, P’)=(j- l)k+i; say, u(P) has 1 in the ((j- l)k+i)th position and u(P’) 
has 0 there. Since the number of l’s is fixed in two ways described above, for some j ’ 
(j’>j) the ith character of the j’th block is 1 in u(P’) and, furthermore, there is an i’ 
(i’> i) such that the i’th character is 1 in thej th block and is 0 in the j’th block of P’. 
Applying si,i. to thejth and j’th blocks of P’, we obtain another balanced partition p” 
whose distance from P is less than d, because Si,i* does not change the characters 
preceding the (n-dfth one, and u(P”) - as well as v(P) - has 1 in the ((j- l)k+i)th 
position. By the induction hypothesis, there is a sequence of shifts deriving P” from P. 
Adding s~,~. to this sequence, we obtain a derivation of P’ from P. 
To prove that the number of edges is shift-invariant, let P be an arbitrary balanced 
partition with b: =ql = bi ~ 1 and bf = q2 + 1 = b: + 1. The number of vertices of the 
partition classes in V, (3 <t d k) remains unchanged after shifting, so that they generate 
the same number of edges as in C1 and Cz. A vertex of VI n C1 is contained in 
el :=C~G<~S~ b; b’; edges disjoint from V2, and similarly each vertex of V, is con- 
tained in e, edges disjoint from V, . Denote by e2 the corresponding number in C2. 
Note further that each pair ul, u2 of vertices, UiE VinCr (i= 1,2), is contained in 
e3 :=p- b: - bf edges of C,. Since b: + bf = b: + b:, the corresponding number of 
edges in C2 ~ containing a pair u’ ,,u; with ul~KnC~ (i=1,2)-is again e3. 
During the shift operation s~,~, in C1 the number of edges meeting VI but not V, 
(meeting V2 but not V,) increases by el (decreases by eI), and the number of 
those meeting both of VI and V2 changes with e:=((b:+l)(b:-1)-b:b:)e,= 
(bf - bi - l)e3. Hence, the total change in the number of edges in C1 is e. Similarly, in 
Cz the number of edges meeting VI but not V, (meeting V2 but not VI) decreases by e2 
(increases by ez), and the number of those meeting both of VI and V, changes with 
e’:=((b:-l)(bi+l)-bib$)e,=(b:-b:-l)eJ. Since bi=b&l and bf=bi+l, we 
have e + e’ = 0, so that the total number of edges remains unchanged, completing the 
proof. 0 
Corollary 3. Suppose that r = 3 and p 1 C Yli. 
(i) If there is a balanced extremal partition for t(n,, . . . , nk; p, 3), then all balanced 
partitions are extremal. 
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(ii) If every nonbalanced partition generates fewer than t(nI, . , nk; p, 3) edges, then 
a partition is extremal if and only if it is balanced. 
4. Concluding remarks 
(1) Concerning Corollary 3, the following problem arises. Find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for n,p, and r, insuring that 
(i) the extremal partitions for t(n; p, r) are balanced (when r>3), 
(ii) all balanced partitions for t(n; p, r) are extremal (for r > 4). 
(2) The observations concerning shifting (in the proof of Theorem 3) provide an 
alternative (although longer) proof for the ‘if’ part of Theorem 1 as well. Indeed, for graphs 
it is trivial that the number of edges is shift-invariant over the class of balanced partitions. 
(3) Lemma 2, together with the proof of Lemma 1, yields the following two statements. 
(i) For every n=(nl, . . . . nk) and every p there is an extremal graph with compo- 
nents Ci, ..,, C, (m=rInI/pl), such that vl= ‘..=o,,_~=P and the first m-l com- 
ponents define a balanced partition. 
(ii) If Ci,..., C, induce an extremal partition of n, and v,_ 1 = v,=p- 1, then 
C, _ 1 and C, form a balanced partition of their union. 
(4) When p,j’n, + ... + nk, one can determine t(n, p) applying the previous remark 
in the following way. 
Consider all n’ = (n;, . . ..n.) such that In’l=p.Llnl/pJ and O<ni<q for l<i<k. 
(For every fixed p, there is a bounded number of those n’.) Then 
t(n,p)=mn?xt(n’,p)+t(n--n’,p). 
(The second term is just the number of edges in K,-,,.) This maximum can easily be 
computed in every numerical example of nl, . . . , nk,p. It would be of some interest, 
however, to find an explicit formula that extends the one given in Corollary 2. 
(5) In general, the extremal graphs can be described as follows. 
If I nl + 2 is not a multiple of p, then take all n’ satisfying equality in the above 
expression for t(n,p), with In’l=p.Llnl/pJ. Th en a partition is extremal if and only if, 
for some of those n’, one of its partition classes induces K,_,,, and the other classes 
form a balanced partition of K,,. 
If 1 n\ E - 2 (mod p), then beside the previous extremal graphs (with 1 n--n’ I = p - 2) 
there is another type satisfying In-n’ I = 2p - 2. Assuming t (n, p) = t(n’, p) + t(n - n’, p), 
a partition of K, is extremal if and only if its first m- 2 classes induce a balanced 
partition in K,,, and the last two classes are balanced in K,_,,. 
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